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Title: Aviation Fuel Efficiency Data Analyst 
 
Description:  
Enhance the effectiveness of Rapid Global Mobility (RGM) by instilling a more fuel efficient mindset and 
improved processes. Identify, evaluate and champion changes in aviation behavior or tactics, techniques, 
and procedures (TTPs) that furthers Air Mobility Command (AMC) fuel efficient operations. Manage and 
analyze potential and existing aviation fuel efficiency initiatives. Develop and assess aviation energy 
metrics. Support the development of fuel savings and cost avoidance initiatives that more efficiently 
leverage RGM resources to more effectively deliver passengers, cargo and fuel to joint and coalition 
warfighters across the globe. Shape the tools, processes, metrics and organizational interfaces that will 
enable the Mobility Air Forces enterprise to implement aviation fuel conservation and improvements, in 
concert with industry partners, while maximizing operational effectiveness. 
 
Position Specific Info: 
- Focuses on metrics development, refinement and implementation as well as possible migration of the 
Fuel Tracker to a different server. 
- Serves as the functional point of contact for Fuel Tracker issues including troubleshooting Fuel Tracker 
inputs and working with units/Aircraft Commanders to determine causes for errors to ensure data 
integrity. 
- Analyze existing Fuel Tracker data to determine possible $AVE pairings. Variables, to include takeoff 
time, gross weight, mission types, will be used to determine business rules for future $AVE Concept of 
Employment. 
 
 
Additional Info: 
 
Desired Qualifications:  
- Experience analyzing complex issues and data, drawing relevant and effective conclusions, and 
documenting the findings for presentation to leadership 
- Experience with data analysis or business intelligence tools such as JMP, Tableau, Cognos, 
Microstrategy 
- Proven proficiency with MS Office Suite including advanced Excel 
- C-17, C-5 or KC-10 (preferred) rated officer or enlisted aviator (loadmaster, boom, flight engineer)  
- Strategic Airlift experience strongly desired  
- Previous Staff experience desired  
- PCS available  
- Start 30 Mar 17 or earlier, with potential for extended orders through FY17 and beyond  
 
Location: Scott AFB, IL 
Type of Funding: MPA  
Report Date: 30 Mar 2017 or earlier 
MAJCOM OTHER (XX) Supporting Unit name: HQ AMC/A3F 
Required Documents: SURF/CDB, last 3 OPRs, ARCNet Readiness report 
Desired Rank: O-2 to O-4 
AFSC: 011M3 (1) or 012M3 (1) preferred 
POC: vincent.zabala.1@us.af.mil; amc.a3e.fueloffice@us.af.mil 
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